RTOs – Risky Business?
Top tips for thriving as an RTO operator

Introduction

So you’re in charge of one of Australia’s 5,000 RTOs? You can
make good profits, but you’ll need to keep track of a bewildering
maze of regulations.
In Victoria, RTOs are generally overseen by our own
state regulator, VRQA. But if you have overseas,
interstate or online courses, the national body ASQA

VET Quality Framework

steps in. And from January 2017, Victoria’s training
system is being overhauled through Skills First.

RTO standards

These regulators keep an eye on the vocational

Financial viability

training sector and the VET Quality Framework, and
they aim to ensure that learners gain real benefits

Regular data provision

and things operate properly.

Qualifications framework

You need to:

Fit and proper person test

• be on top of all the legislation
• keep the regulators happy
• follow all DET guidance, and
• look after your students!

Different regulators you need to be aware of:
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RTOs in the News

Vocational training is a high
profile area, much covered in
the press recently:

• Security training providers have been under 		
particular scrutiny
• Reported rorts include poor quality training, 		
inadequate facilities, false advertising, and double
enrolments of the same student

• One RTO collapsed owing millions in debt, and 		

So the regulator’s spotlight is firmly on RTOs. And

it emerged that 80% of students had never 		

as an operator, you can suffer personal financial

completed their courses

consequences on top of any damage to the

• Another Victorian RTO was sued for charging 		

reputation of the business.

student fees up to $8,500, though it never 		
delivered any qualifications

Higher-risk RTOs are scrutinised in depth by the
authorities. You need to minimise that risk as far as

• Dozens of RTOs have had their registrations 		

possible by doing the right thing – any regulatory

cancelled, suspended or subject to conditions

compliance audit will waste your time and distract

• More than 4000 Victorian students were forced to

your focus, even if there’s nothing wrong.

change courses last year, after a state crackdown
on unreliable training colleges
• Over 9500 students have had to hand back their

There’s a lot to think about, so what are the main risk
areas for RTOs?

‘worthless’ certificates in a single year

1

Staying financially
stable

2

Running a profitable
business

3

Keeping your
students happy

4

Legislative compliance
and risk assessment
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Main Risk Areas for RTOs

1. Staying financially stable

Profitability and financial stability are good things to

in which you can bill external customers (and 		

aim for in general. But the department will also check

collect those fees quickly)

out your financials before they give any funding.

• A great track record in lodging BAS and Tax 		
Returns on time – so keep on top of all the 		

In fact, your funding is reliant on it – you have to

deadlines, and make sure you lodge early

submit a workbook each year listing your stats.

• Budgets and forecasts for the next year – 		
preferable, though it’s not compulsory

To qualify for funding, you’ll need:
• An assessment of your business’s liquidity and

• An independent registered auditor must sign off 		

solvency. Full details are in the annual financial 		

your financials for at least two years

viability workbook, but it’s best if you have a history
of profits, and if your cash and receivables are 		
higher than short-term liabilities
		
• An assessment of your reliance on government 		
funding. You score best if you have at least 25%

If you score enough points through the above
assessment, you are eligible to apply.
This might sound easy enough, but how do you
ensure you run a profitable business?

income from other sources, so think about ways
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Main Risk Areas for RTOs

2. Running a profitable business

It’s best to take expert advice by engaging an

• Watch class sizes and allocations, and make 		

external accountant, especially if you are just

changes where needed

setting up.

• Keep an eye on overheads, and seek discounts or
bulk deals where you can

They can give ongoing advice, but some points

• If you need finance, make sure you can afford 		

to watch are:
• Price your services fairly to cover costs, and don’t
go too low – that’s because according to research,
students will stick with a realistic price, but might

repayments out of income
• Build good relationships with potential customers,
and market effectively

be poached or just drop out of ‘bargain’ courses!

• Get feedback on how you perform, and work out

• Plan ahead with a cash-flow strategy

ways to be more efficient

• Keep an eye on monthly management accounts –

• Don’t spread yourself too thinly – take advice 		

these can give early warning of problems, like a 		

from the experts where it’s needed, and use strong

drop in student numbers

advisors

• Collect funds from students as soon as possible,
e.g. with direct debit arrangements

• Be careful how much you take out of the business
yourself – don’t overdo it!

• Consider quarantining those funds in a separate
account until the course is delivered
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Main Risk Areas for RTOs

3. Keeping your students happy

Student needs are so important. RTO

Key ways to treat your students properly are:

registrations have been withdrawn for reasons

• Marketing and recruitment – make sure your

like:

material is complete and truthful, and don’t use

• Not enough qualified trainers or assessors

unfair sign-up incentives

• Poor learning resources and equipment, or no 		

• Enrolment – check that students already have the

access to a suitable workplace

skills required to undertake the course

• Poor student facilities for face-to-face learning

• Support and progression – assess their needs 		
individually, and provide enough support services

• Inadequate training and assessment strategies

and student welfare

• Improper enrolment of students into courses

• Training and assessment – the trainers must be 		

• Breaches of the marketing and recruitment 		

properly qualified, and the training needs to be in line

requirements

with course requirements, including proper facilities

• Not enough information given to students about

• Completion – only students who meet the course

courses

requirements can get their certificate

Regulators have to protect learners, and these days

Why not get feedback from your students as they are

VRQA can have much more direct contact with

going along? That way you can resolve any problems

students, including face-to-face interviews or online

and keep them happy.

surveys in addition to social media and complaints.
So you can be exposed much more easily.

Do things properly and show your passion for
education, and you will attract the students!
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Main Risk Areas for RTOs

4. Legislative compliance and risk assessment

It’s important to follow all the legislative

These might include operational risks such as health

requirements. This will include:

and safety, especially when using heavy equipment
and dangerous machinery. You should also consider

• Ensuring your trainers have relevant qualifications

computer system backup and retrieval, and getting

• Setting an appropriate level of training for each 		

adequate insurance.

student
• Getting your assessments independently validated
• Getting written agreements in place with any third
parties

broader view of the industry:
• What are your competitors doing? This will help 		
you adapt and position your own RTO

• Uploading monthly data on enrolments and 		

• What are the demographic trends, and what 		

completions to the Skills Vic training system

training will students need in future?

• Lodging an annual compliance declaration

• What staff and training resources will you need in

• Making sure your management team are ‘fit and

the longer term to handle these students?

proper’ people
There are a few other key risk areas that you’ll need
to manage, depending on the training you offer.

It also makes sense to sit back and take a

Planning ahead and setting sensible budgets will help
your RTO survive and thrive for years to come.
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Getting in Touch with Us
I hope you’ve got some benefit out of this brief overview.
If you’d like to discuss RTO audit or accounting matters
with the experts, feel free to get in touch.

Andrew Fisher
Office +61 3 9810 0700
Direct +61 3 9810 0710
a.fisher@banksgroup.com.au

Priya Patel
Office +61 3 9810 0700
Direct +61 3 9810 0791
p.patel@banksgroup.com.au

